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Local Seismic Network at the Olkiluoto Site 
Annual Report for 2013 
 
ABSTRACT 

This report gives the results of microseismic monitoring during 2013. Excavation of the 
underground rock characterisation facility called ONKALO started in 2004. Before that, 
in February 2002, Posiva Oy established a local seismic network of six stations on the 
island of Olkiluoto, where there are currently 17 seismic stations and 21 triaxial sensors. 
The network has operated continuously in 2013. 

The purpose of the microearthquake measurements at Olkiluoto is to improve 
understanding of the structure, behaviour and long term stability of the bedrock. The 
investigation area includes two target areas, of which the larger one, the seismic semi-
regional area, includes the Olkiluoto island and its surroundings. The purpose is to 
monitor explosions and tectonic earthquakes in regional scale inside that area. All the 
expected excavation induced events are assumed to occur inside the smaller target area, 
the seismic ONKALO block, which is a 2 km * 2 km * 2 km cube surrounding the 
ONKALO and includes 13 seismic stations. An additional task of monitoring is related 
to safeguarding of the construction of ONKALO. 

Upgrade and unification of the whole seismic network was done in August 2013. The 
upgrade included communication, data acquisition, server equipment in Olkiluoto, 
network configuration and software. The bedrock models and the ONKALO design 
model applied in the visualisation of the seismicity remained the same in 2013. 

The number of located events was much smaller than during previous years due to break 
in the excavation. Altogether 436 events have been located in the Olkiluoto area, in the 
reported time period. Nearly half of the observed explosions (237) in 2013 occurred 
inside the seismic semi-regional area and especially inside the seismic ONKALO block 
(137). The magnitudes of the explosions inside the semi-regional area range from ML = 
-1.6 to ML = 1.5 (ML = magnitude in local Richter's scale).  

One small induced earthquake (ML = -1.8) was detected on 9 May 2013. Estimated peak 
slip value of the earthquake was about two micrometers and the radius of the rupture 
area was about eight meters. The closest known brittle fracture zone (OL-BFZ045) is 
about 50 m away from the earthquake. The earthquake is probably associated with 
smaller branches of that undulating fracture zone or it is related to a yet unidentified 
small structure or fracture. The fault type of the earthquake was normal. The estimated 
orientation of the compressional axis related to the 2013 earthquake was NNE-SSW. 

According to the seismic monitoring the rock mass surrounding ONKALO has been 
stable in 2013. Indications of undeclared or inappropriate works, which would have 
influence on the safety of ONKALO, have not been found. 
 
Keywords:  Seismic network, microearthquake, monitoring, interpretation, safety, 
safeguards, stress field, fault plane. 



 

 



 

 

Olkiluodon seisminen asemaverkko 
Vuosiraportti 2013 
 
TIIVISTELMÄ 

Tässä raportissa esitetään seismisen monitoroinnin tulokset vuodelta 2013. Maanalaisen 
tutkimustilan (ONKALO) rakennustyöt alkoivat vuonna 2004. Tätä ennen, vuonna 
2002, Posiva Oy perusti Olkiluotoon kuuden seismisen aseman paikallisen asema-
verkon. Nykyinen Posivan kiinteä asemaverkko koostuu 17 seismisestä asemasta ja 21 
kolmikomponenttisesta anturista. Asemaverkko toimi ilman katkoksia vuonna 2013. 

Mikromaanjäristysmittausten avulla pyritään lisäämään tietoa Olkiluodon kallioperän 
rakenteesta, liikkeistä ja vakaudesta. Seismisellä monitoroinnilla on kaksi kohdealuetta, 
joista laajempi, seisminen lähialue, sisältää Olkiluodon saaren lähiympäristöineen. 
Alueelta havainnoidaan räjäytyksiä ja tektonisia maanjäristyksiä. Kaikkien louhinnan 
indusoimien tapausten oletetaan tapahtuvan pienemmällä kohdealueella, ONKALO-
alueella, joka on sivuiltaan kaksikilometrinen kuutio (2 km * 2 km * 2 km), joka 
ympäröi maanalaista tilaa. Alueen ulkopuolelle jääviä järistyksiä voidaan varmuudella 
pitää tektonisina. Seisminen seuranta on myös osa ONKALOn ydinsulkuvalvontaa. 

Elokuussa 2013 tehtiin koko seismistä asemaverkkoa koskeva päivitys ja yhden-
mukaistaminen. Päivityksen kohteena olivat tiedonsiirto, tiedonkeruu, Olkiluodon 
palvelintietokone, asemaverkon kokoonpano ja ohjelmistot. Tutkimusten visuali-
soinnissa käytettävät kallioperän ja ONKALOn rakennemallit pysyivät entisellään 
vuonna 2013. 

ONKALOn louhintatöiden vähenemisestä johtuen paikallistettujen seismisten 
havaintojen määrä (436) oli huomattavasti pienempi kuin aikaisempina vuosina. Lähes 
puolet vuoden 2013 havainnoista (237) oli seismisellä lähialueella ja erityisesti 
ONKALOn (137 tapausta) alueella tehtyjä räjäytyksiä. Havaittujen räjäytysten 
magnitudit paikallisella Richterin asteikolla (ML) olivat välillä -1.6 … 1.5.  

Yksi pieni (ML = -1.8) louhinnan indusoima maanjäristys havaittiin 9.5.2013. Kalliossa 
tapahtuneelle siirtymälle laskettu arvo oli noin kaksi mikrometriä ja arvioitu siirrostason 
säde noin kahdeksan metriä. Lähin tunnettu ruhjevyöhyke (OL-BFZ045) on noin 50 m 
päässä maanjäristyksestä. Järistys liittyy ehkä kyseisen kaareilevan vyöhykkeen pieniin 
sivuhaaroihin tai mahdollisesti johonkin tällä hetkellä tunnistamattomaan rakenteeseen 
tai ruhjeeseen. Maanjäristyksen siirrostyyppi oli normaalisiirros, johon liittyvän 
jännityskentän suunta oli NNE-SSW. 

Seismiset mittaukset osoittavat, että ONKALOa ympäröivä kalliomassa on pysynyt 
stabiilina vuonna 2013. Alueella ei ole havaittu ydinsulkuvalvonnan kannalta turval-
lisuuteen vaikuttavaa toimintaa. 
 
Avainsanat: Seisminen asemaverkko, mikromaanjäristys, monitorointi, tulkinta, 
turvallisuus, ydinsulkuvalvonta, jännityskenttä, siirrostaso. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

According to the Nuclear Energy Act, all nuclear waste generated in Finland must be 
handled, stored and permanently disposed in Finland. The two nuclear power 
companies, Teollisuuden Voima Oyj (TVO) and Fortum Power and Heat Oy, are 
responsible for the safe management of the waste and for all associated expenses. These 
companies have established a joint company, Posiva Oy, to implement the disposal 
programme for spent fuel. Seismic monitoring is a part of this programme (Miller et al. 
2002, Posiva 2003 and 2006). Possible applications of microearthquake monitoring at 
the repository are introduced in the Posiva’s working report (Saari 1999). 

This report describes the current configuration of the seismic network and summarises 
the results of microseismic monitoring in Olkiluoto in 2013. The local seismic network 
established in 2002 first monitored tectonic earthquakes in order to characterise the 
undisturbed baseline of seismicity of the Olkiluoto bedrock. When the excavation of the 
ONKALO started, in August 2004, the network started also to monitor excavation 
induced seismicity. The first three excavation induced earthquakes were recorded in 
September 2005. 

The number of seismic stations has increased gradually. After the upgrade in August 
2013, Posiva’s permanent seismic network consists of 17 seismic stations and 21 
triaxial sensors. The technical features of the current microearthquake monitoring 
system are described in details in Posiva’s working report by Saari & Malm (2014).  

No new seismic stations were installed in 2013. Instead the seismic network includes 
now one sensor less than the year before. That was a consequence of the general 
upgrade of the seismic network done in 2013.  

Simultaneously, as the number of seismic stations has increased gradually, also the 
communication, hardware and software have developed in over ten years. For example, 
before 2013 the communication system in Olkiluoto included four different methods 
installed during the operation of the network. The upgrade in 2013 included data 
transmission, the equipment in several seismic stations, the server responsible for the 
data processing in Olkiluoto and software applied in operation and analysis of 
observations.  

In the beginning, the network monitored tectonic earthquakes in order to characterise 
the undisturbed baseline of seismicity of the Olkiluoto bedrock. When the excavation of 
ONKALO started, in August 2004, the network started to monitor also explosions and 
excavation induced seismicity. Since February 2006 explosions and tectonic 
earthquakes are monitored in regional scale. In 2008 a new practice to report also other 
seismic observations that are located in the ONKALO region started. Those events, 
which are not explosions or earthquakes, are mainly rock falls.  

The purpose of the microearthquake measurements at Olkiluoto is to improve 
understanding of the structure, behaviour and long term stability of the bedrock. The 
observations give an opportunity to approximate in what extent and where the bedrock 
is disturbed, the stability of the rock facility and the adjustment processes occurring in 
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the surrounding rock mass. A further task is mapping of the disturbed weakness zones 
in the rock mass surrounding the excavated construction. 

The main target volume of the seismic monitoring is the underground rock 
characterisation facility and the rock mass surrounding it. According to the simulation 
done by Institute of Mine Seismology (IMS), the expected sensitivity is of the order of 
ML = -2.5 in the ONKALO area. The regional sensitivity of the Olkiluoto area is 
approximately of the order of ML = -1.0 inside the Posiva’s regional network.  

Identification of active fracture zones is an essential element in a comprehensive study 
of potential hazards related to the final disposal of spent nuclear fuel. The weakness 
zones adjust releasing stresses and strains of the rock mass as well as they are the main 
paths of hydraulic flow in the bedrock. The movements occurring on these zones 
accumulate during the lifespan of the repository and possibly can cause changes in the 
stability, stress field and groundwater conditions of the rock mass. When the fracture 
zone model is presented together with the observed seismic events, active or unstable 
zones can be identified. The interpretation can bring out changes in the rock mass that, 
for example, may result to re-evaluation of certain water conducting zone and even 
further cause changes to the final disposal facility layout. 

The main purpose of the annual reports is to support modelling of the rock mass 
surrounding the ONKALO. If possible, interpretation of the observed seismicity related 
to certain areas or weakness zones of the rock mass is presented. The annual reports also 
include descriptions of technical events, like changes in the configuration of the seismic 
network, technical failures occurred, etc. The reports can be utilized as a source material 
in further seismic, geophysical and/or rock mechanical interpretations.  

Monitoring of regional tectonic seismicity aims at better understanding of ongoing 
seismotectonic processes in the Olkiluoto area. Although the focus of regional seismic 
monitoring is limited inside and close to the seismic network, other regional 
earthquakes are also recorded and stored in the Posiva’s data archive. These recordings 
from the Olkiluoto site are valuable in seismic hazard studies, for example when 
attenuation of seismic signal is evaluated. 

The seismic monitoring is also a part of Posiva's safeguards programme. Therefore all 
the observed clustering of explosions of the area are analyzed and reported in the 
monthly reports, which are archived in the Posiva’s electronic document management 
system (Kronodoc). The monthly reports are compiled into four month period interim 
reports and delivered to the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority of Finland (STUK). 
The seismic events are also examined in longer time spans. If a slowly developing 
clustering of explosions is recognized, the origin of the clustering is explained as well. 
The results of the monthly reports are edited to annual safeguard report and to annual 
report of rock mechanical monitoring by Posiva (e.g. Lahti et al. 2009). 
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2  OPERATION OF THE SEISMIC NETWORK 

2.1  Instrumentation 

In the beginning, in 2002, the Posiva Oy seismic network (six seismic stations, OL-OS1 
… OL-OS6) was designed for monitoring the rock volume surrounding the preliminary 
location of the underground rock characterisation facility. Later, in June 2004, the 
seismic network was expanded with two new seismic stations (OL-OS7 and OL-OS8). 
These stations made the network geometry more suitable for monitoring the final 
location of the ONKALO. 

In 2006, the target area of the seismic monitoring expanded to regional scale. The four 
new seismic stations (OL-OS9 … OL-OS12) started operation in February 2006. The 
stations are equipped with three component 1 Hz geophones, which are suitable for 
investigations of regional tectonic seismicity. The sensors are similar to the sensor in 
OL-OS8 (Mark LC4-3D Geophone, Natural frequency = 1.0 Hz), which was installed in 
June 2004. The regional seismic stations locate from 3 to 7 km from the ONKALO.  

At the end of 2006, two triaxial geophones (OL-OS13 and OL-OS14) were installed 
into a deep borehole inside the ONKALO spiral to improve the sensitivity and the depth 
resolution of the measurements inside the ONKALO block. They were fully integrated 
to the Posiva’s network in 2007. Cable isolation of OL-OS14 was damaged during the 
installation and later in 2007 the electric wires were corrupted. The sensor was 
permanently disconnected from the network in October 2007.  

In November 2008, the seismic network was upgraded by a new triaxial borehole 
seismometer. The sensor (ONK-OS1) was the first one installed in the ONKALO access 
tunnel. The next seismic stations inside the ONKALO were integrated to Posiva’s 
permanent seismic network in March 2010 (ONK-OS2) and in March 2012 (ONK-OS3 
and ONK-OS4). The sensor type of the two latest permanent stations was selected for 
the purposes of the raise boring experiment and it was not used before in Posiva’s 
network. After the experiment, they can be replaced by the same kind of triaxial 
borehole seismometers (type G14) that are in use in the other stations in ONKALO, if 
that is seen necessary.  

Since March 2012 Posiva’s permanent seismic network consisted of 17 seismic stations 
and 22 triaxial sensors. In some stations two sensors are connected. Station  
OL-OS8 has sensors suitable for monitoring of the ONKALO block and for the  
semi-regional area. In stations OL-OS2, OL-OS3 and OL-OS4, which are monitoring 
the ONKALO block, there are accelerometers and geophones. Accelerometers tend to 
be better when the source is very small and close, whereas geophones are more suitable 
when the distance and magnitude is slightly increasing. The locations and sensor types 
of the current Posiva’s seismic network are presented in Table 2-1 and in Figures 2-1 
and 2-2.  

Due to technical and economical reasons related to the upgrade of the communication 
system, the triaxial geophone (4.5 Hz) located in OL-OS7 was disconnected in August 
2013. It was the only 4.5 Hz geophone in the Posiva’s network and installed in 2004 in 
order to compare recordings of the 4.5 Hz geophone in OL-OS7 to the recording of the 
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1 Hz geophone in OL-OS8. OL-OS7 is still equipped with the triaxial accelerometer. At 
the moment the Posiva’s permanent seismic network consists of 17 seismic stations and 
21 triaxial sensors. 

Table 2-1. Location and sensor types of the Posiva’s seismic station in the beginning of 
2013 in the Finnish KKJ co-ordinate system (zone 1). Elevation is determined from the 
sea level.  

Seismic 
station 

N 
(m) 

E 
(m) 

z 
(m) 

sensor 
type 

Installed 
(year) 

OL-OS1 6792815 1525471 10 1 2002 

OL-OS2 6792369 1525093 8 1+2 2002 

OL-OS3 6791998 1525397 13 1+2 2002 

OL-OS4 6792852 1526284 9 1+2 2002 

OL-OS5 6792406 1525530 13 1 2002 

OL-OS6 6792157 1526151 9 1 2002 

OL-OS7 6791730 1526091 10 1+3 2004 

OL-OS8 6792076 1526535 6 1+4 2004 

OL-OS9 6792721 1523317 -96 4 2006 

OL-OS10 6795551 1528393 9 4 2006 

OL-OS11 6789109 1530145 10 4 2006 

OL-OS12 6785864 1525010 12 4 2006 

OL-OS13 6792191 1525942 -139 5 2007 

ONK-OS1 6791967 1526147 -276 5 2008 

ONK-OS2 6792337 1525355 -369 5 2010 

ONK-OS3 6791972 1525919 -293 6 2012 

ONK-OS4 6792007 1525897 -420 6 2012 
 

Sensor types (nominal frequencies of geophones and highest usable frequency of 
accelerometers): 

1 = Triaxial accelerometer (2 kHz) 
2 = Triaxial geophone (30 Hz) 
3 = Triaxial geophone (4.5 Hz), disconnected in August 2013 
4 = Triaxial geophone (1 Hz) 
5 = Triaxial borehole geophone (14 Hz) 
6 = Triaxial borehole accelerometer (10 kHz) 
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Figure 2-1. Seismic stations inside the seismic ONKALO block. Upper picture: view 
from above, grid size 1 km2. Lower picture: view from the south, grid size 100 m2. 
Stations OL-OS1 … OL-OS8 are on the ground surface, OL-OS13 in a borehole and 
stations ONK-OS1 … ONK-OS4 in ONKALO. 
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Figure 2-2. Seismic stations equipped with 1 Hz geophones (OL-OS8 … OL-OS12). 
Seismic semi-regional area is marked with light brown and the seismic ONKALO block 
with light blue. 
 
2.2  Upgrades of data processing and interpretation 

The waveform analysis program Jmts was updated to version 2013.06.03 on 5 June 
2013. The new version shows the azimuths and plunges also for the Focal Mechanism 
Solution. Earlier only the Moment Tensor Solution had these parameters. 
 
Upgrades and unification of communication, data acquisition, server equipment, 
network configuration and software were done on 19 - 30 August 2013 (see Figure 2-3). 
Before that the communication system included four different methods applied during 
the over ten year’s instrumentation in Olkiluoto: RS232 modems, digital radios, RS485 
modems and DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) modems. All modem connections are 
currently upgraded to DSL modems and the digital radios are replaced by the wireless 
WiFi network. At the same time twelve old data acquisition units (SAQS) are replaced 
with modern IMS technology (NG). Five GS units of the permanent network, which 
represent the generation before NG, were upgraded to GS+, which is compatible with 
the new IMS system. These different kinds of configurations are shown in Figure 2-4. 
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Data transmission from four distant stations (OL-OS9 … OL-OS12) is based on the 
wireless WiFi radio network. Each of these stations has their own tower with WiFi 
station, which communicates with the main WiFi station near the ONKALO and the site 
server. Other data transmission is based on data cable with DSL modems. 

OL-OS9, which is underground in the repository of low and intermediate level 
radioactive waste (VLJ-repository), has a unique configuration. It has a WiFi Tower for 
communication to a DSL modem (configured as master), then proceeds onto a copper 
cable, from surface through the portal to the VLJ-repository underground. At the IMS 
station, the copper terminates into another DSL modem (configured as slave).  

 

The twelve NG stations are generally equipped with: 

- 1 (or 2) triaxial sensor 

- 2 (or 3) * sensor surge  

- netADC (see below) 

- netSP (see below) 

- GPS antenna (for timing) 

- UPS (Uninterrupted Power Supply) 

- battery (12 V, 7.2 A-hr) 

- DSL communications using existing line or WiFi 

 

In the five stations (OL-OS3, OL-OS4, OL-OS8, ONK-OS3 and ONK-OS4) with 
upgraded GS units (GS+ units) the configuration is basically the same, but more 
compact. GS+ includes functions of netADC and netSP and UPS includes battery as 
well: 

- 1 (or 2) triaxial sensor 

- 2 (or 3) * sensor surge  

- GS+ 

- GPS antenna (for timing) 

- UPS (includes battery) 

- DSL communications using existing line.  

Sensor surge is mainly for lightning protection of the equipment. 

IMS’s netADC is a 24-bit, 4- or 8-channel, low noise Analogue-to-Digital Converter 
(ADC) with Ethernet interface. It continuously digitizes and timestamps analogue 
signals from a wide range of seismic sensors, sending the digital data over Ethernet.  

IMS’s netSP (network Seismological Processor) is an embedded computer with 
integrated 4 port Ethernet switch, status indication LEDs and user input buttons. The 
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embedded computer is used to run data acquisition software which performs tasks such 
as data capture from netADC, triggering, pre-trigger filtering, buffering and data 
transfer to seismic server. 

Seismic system needs to have all seismic stations synchronized to common time. 
Posiva’s network uses Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), which is commonly used in 
seismic bulletins. Compatible time systems make the comparison and integrated use of 
seismic data fluent. Local time in Finland is UTC + 2 h during normal time and UTC + 
3 h during summer time (daylight saving time). Stations OL-OS1 ... OL-OS12 (except 
OL-OS8) receive their time signal via GPS antenna. GPS antenna is also connected to 
the site server, which distributes the time signal to the other stations. 

The event detector of each seismic station compares the short term average (STA) of the 
amplitudes to the long term average (LTA) of the amplitudes. The event detector starts 
recording data when the STA/LTA ratio exceeds the pre-set trigger value. The field 
stations monitor continuously, but only the signals that can be related to a seismic event, 
are sent to the central site computer. The recordings which are related to the same 
seismic event are associated automatically. An event is sent, when a predetermined 
number of seismic stations detect earth vibrations that exceed the trigger value within a 
certain time window. The number of sensors applied in event association was set to 
four, because four of the stations inside the ONKALO block (OL-OS2, OL-OS3, OL-
OS4 and OL-OS8) are equipped with two different types of sensors. Otherwise three 
sensors would be enough for event association. In addition to that, another number of 
associations was set for the group of the 1 Hz seismic stations. If three of those five 
stations can be associated, the recordings are interpreted to be from the same source. 

The network is designed to monitor microearthquakes inside the ONKALO block and 
the seismic semi-regional area. Generally the sampling rates used for monitoring the 
ONKALO block is 6000 Hz and for the semi-regional area 500 Hz. In OL-OS8 there is 
an accelerometer suitable for monitoring the ONKALO block and a 1 Hz geophone 
suitable for regional monitoring. The sampling rate (12 000 Hz) of the new sensors 
ONK-OS3 and ONK-OS4 is higher than the sampling rate applied generally in the 
sensors in the ONKALO block. The higher sampling rate is chosen for the purposes of 
the subnetwork monitoring the raise boring experiment. The subnetwork is designed to 
monitor very small events, with good location accuracy and within a small rock volume. 
The sampling rate can be lowered to 6000 Hz after the raise boring experiment if 
necessary. 

2.3  Data management  

Figure 2-3 shows the general components of the operation of the current Posiva’s 
seismic monitoring system. The Olkiluoto site server is a link between the office 
computer in Espoo and the seismic stations. In relation to the seismic stations, it is a 
device, which acquires recorded seismic events and controls their operation. In relation 
to the office computer, it is a device, which sends the acquired data and offers an 
opportunity to monitor and control seismic stations by means of the program called 
Synapse. Data transmission between the two servers is done by the software called IMS 
Portal. 
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The site server at the Posiva office at tunnel technique building in Olkiluoto collects the 
seismic events from the field stations and transfers them by using IMS Portal software 
to the office server in Espoo (close to Helsinki), where analysis of the data is carried 
out. The whole chain from the field stations to the office is operated automatically, but 
the data transfer, processing and analysis can also be done interactively.  

The central site computer supports the Synapse program, which continually acquires, 
processes, analyses and archives seismic data. Synapse graphical user interface 
(Synapse GUI) provides useful tools to monitor, control and configure the seismic 
system. Monitor displays a live view of the seismic system’s status (Figure 2-4). By 
clicking the nodes of the display, it is possible to get information about that individual 
component and also change the settings of that component. 

 

Figure 2-3. Operation chart of the Posiva’s seismic monitoring system. In this system, 
only two computers are allowed to log into the site server in Olkiluoto. The observed 
seismic events are sent via internet by means of IMS Portal software from Olkiluoto to 
the office server in Espoo. Synapse is software for monitoring and controlling seismic 
network. 
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Figure 2-4. Synapse system viewer. Red colour indicates that site server has no 
connection to the station OL-OS10 on 1 October 2013. Upper row includes surface 
sensors, middle row the 1 Hz sensors monitoring regional seismicity and lower row 
presents the borehole stations. Red colour indicates critical problem, orange refers to 
warning or intermediate state (e.g. sensor has not detected an event recently) and green 
that system is working well. Twelve NG stations include three modules: netSP (the 
uppermost module named NSP and identification number), netADC and sensors, in that 
order. Five GS+ stations include GS units (named GS and number) and sensors (see 
Chapter 2.3). 

The 2008 installed server environment in Olkiluoto was replaced by a new server in 
August 2013. The new server is Dell Power Edge R720 with two Quad Core Xeon 
processors, 16 GB RAM, 820 GB storage (eight 300 GB 10k SAS disks: six in a RAID 
10 and two hot spares) and redundant power supplies. The server has 4 LAN (Local 
Area Network) interfaces. Backup is taken every night over the internet to TVO’s 
backup system. The old external high capacity SDLT (Super Digital Linear Tape) tape 
driver (160/320 GB) remained as local backup unit. The installed operating system is 
Ubuntu 12.04 LTS. 

The office server in Espoo was installed in 2010. HP z600 workstation includes two 
Intel Xeon e5530 processors; 3D capable Nvidia Quadro FX3800 graphics card, 6 GB 
RAM and one redundant disc array set (RAID1, with two 500 GB SATA hard disks). 
The system backups are done by using external LTO2 tape drive (200/400 GB). The 
operating system is SUSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 11. 
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Special attention has been paid to reliable data recording. All seismic events are stored 
on the hard disk drive of the data acquisition unit before it is transferred to the central 
site computer. This kind of arrangement guarantees that any failure in the local 
communication (telephone line, modems or radio links) or in the central site computer 
does not cause loss of seismic events. 

Data is stored in both Posiva’s servers (Olkiluoto and Espoo). IMS Portal is the 
software that transfers seismic event data between the Synapse server at Olkiluoto and 
the data processing server at Espoo. Each server has a portal client installed and 
configured so that at each end of the portal link there is a send and a receive directory. 
Files are placed in the send directory at Olkiluoto by the event packer software and 
these events are transferred to the receive directory at Espoo. The IMS software unpacks 
the files found in the receive directory into the database at the processing computer in 
Espoo. The IMS software Trace packs the seismic data each time an event is saved and 
places it into the send directory on the processing server. These files are transferred via 
the portal software to the receive directory on the server in Olkiluoto where the IMS 
software unpacks the files into the database. 

The operation and settings of the seismic stations and site server at Olkiluoto can be 
monitored and controlled from Espoo or from the IMS head office via secure internet 
connection. The whole chain of data management is checked every day by a test signal. 
The signal controls the prevailing status of the seismic sensors and the data flow from a 
single station to the office computer in Espoo. 

In addition to other upgrades, a comprehensive software upgrade was performed in 
August 2013 (Table 2-2). Earlier the Olkiluoto server had the run time system (RTS) 
program, which continually acquires, processes, analyses and archives seismic data. In 
addition, RTS calculated automatic event locations. RTS was replaced by the new 
program called Synapse in August 2013. Synapse is based on new kind of data 
achieving system, which is not applicable to the data processing software Jmts. That is 
replaced by the new processing software called Trace. For the same reason the seismic 
visualisation package called Ticker2D was replaced by the new program Ticker3D.  

 
Table 2-2. Software upgrades performed in August 2013. 
 

Software before upgrade Upgraded to 
RTS Synapse 
email IMS Portal 
Jmts Trace 

Ticker2D Ticker3D 
Jdi Vantage (optional)

 
 

The data recorded before August 2013 was converted so that it is suitable also for the 
new programs, but the data recorded after August 2013 is applicable only to the Trace 
and Ticker3D. 
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The seismic visualisation package Jdi can still be used after the former mentioned 
software upgrades. However that program is no further developed by the manufacturer 
(IMS). The future development is related to the new visualisation program called 
Vantage.  

The following list and Table 2-2 summarize briefly the software group installed in the 
Posiva’s seismic system. More detailed description can be found in the IMS’s web 
pages. 

 Synapse Server is a run time system that controls the seismic network, allowing 
the user to dynamically change system settings and providing feedback 
concerning the seismic networks status and performance. Synapse is responsible 
for all central recording of the seismic data including association of triggers into 
events. Software is running in Olkiluoto server. Monitoring and controlling 
option (Synapse GUI) is installed in the Espoo server and in multiple PCs in 
Posiva and ÅF-Consult Oy. The Synapse GUI is called the Synapse client 
software that runs as a client and connects to the server to fetch information for 
display to the user. 

 IMS Portal is a software package that transfers seismic event data between the 
Synapse Server at Olkiluoto and the data processing server at Espoo. Software is 
running in both servers. See also text above. 

 Trace is a software package used for visualisation and processing of 
seismogram data collected by the Posiva’s seismic system. Processing is 
performed by picking the P- and S-wave arrivals to estimate seismic event 
source parameters, such as location, magnitude, radiated seismic energy, spectral 
analysis, focal mechanism solutions and inelastic co-seismic deformation. Trace 
is installed on the office computer at ÅF-Consult Oy in Espoo. 

 Vantage is used to visualize and study explosions and microearthquakes both 
spatially and temporally within the framework of the design model of the 
ONKALO, geological model of Olkiluoto as well as map and lineament model 
of the Olkiluoto area that are uploaded to the software package. Vantage is 
installed on the office server and on one PC in Espoo. 

 Ticker3D is an event visualisation and notification tool used to examine events 
as they occur, as well as display information about the IMS system status and 
results of routine seismological services, if available. Ticker3D is installed on 
both servers and on multiple PC’s in Posiva and ÅF-Consult Oy. Ticker3D is a 
client that connects to the database server in Olkiluoto to fetch data and 
configuration settings. It can also fetch system status information (health) from 
the Synapse Server. Some settings can be changed locally while others can be 
made available globally by uploading them to the database server in Olkiluoto. 
A database server is also installed on the processing server in Espoo to give the 
processing group local access to the data for analysis and the preparation of 
reports. 
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2.4  Interpretation practice 

The interpretation of the seismic data is performed within the frameworks of the 
lineament interpretation of the Olkiluoto area (Korhonen et al. 2005), the geological 
model of the Olkiluoto site (Paulamäki et al. 2006) and the brittle fault zone model of 
the Olkiluoto area (Aaltonen et al. 2010). Those models applied in the visualisation and 
in the interpretation of the seismicity are the same as in 2006 and they are included in 
the visualisation software Jdi and Vantage. The models are described in 2007 annual 
report (Saari & Lakio 2007).  

There are several different study areas and models inside the Olkiluoto site, which do 
not necessary cover the same volume of rock (Posiva 2005). The selected rock volume 
depends on its application. However, for clarity, a standardized nomenclature is 
adopted. Altogether seven expressions are presented (Posiva 2005), and the following 
two of them are applied in seismological interpretation. According to that nomenclature: 
1) Site area includes the well investigated area covered by deep drillholes and the 
associated shallow monitoring holes. 2) Any particular area larger than the Olkiluoto 
site is called semi-regional.  

In 2005 the seismic network consisted of eight stations close to the ONKALO. The 
monitoring and interpretation was focused on volume called the seismic ONKALO 
block. The seismic ONKALO block is a 2 km * 2 km * 2 km cube surrounding the 
ONKALO (see Chapter 4.2). It is assumed that all the expected excavation induced 
events occur within this volume (site area). At the moment the seismic ONKALO block 
includes twelve seismic stations. Two of them are equipped with triaxial drillhole 
seismometers. 

Outside the seismic ONKALO block the location accuracy is not as good as inside or 
close to it. In 2006, four new 1 Hz seismometers were installed and the focus of the 
interpretation was expanded to semi-regional scale. Inside this area, called the seismic 
semi-regional area, the sensitivity and location accuracy of the seismic network is good 
or sufficient. It also covers the semi-regional area of the lineament interpretation of the 
Olkiluoto area (Korhonen et al. 2005). Posiva’s 1 Hz seismic stations improve the 
understanding of the general seismotectonic behaviour of the Olkiluoto region. 

It is likely that potential tectonic earthquakes occur in existing weakness zones of the 
bedrock. Lineaments coincide often with those zones. One of the main purposes of the 
semi-regional monitoring is to identify and characterize seismically active fracture 
zones. Activity somewhere in a fracture zone indicates potential activity also elsewhere 
in that structure. The ONKALO site is 6 - 8 km from the sides of the seismic  
semi-regional area, close to the middle of the area. The main orientation of the 
lineaments is NW-SE. In that orientation, the seismic semi-regional area is 17 - 20 km 
long, close to the ONKALO (Saari & Lakio 2007). 

The lineament interpretation of the Olkiluoto area comprised geophysical and 
topographic data (Korhonen et. al 2005). The geophysical data included magnetic, 
electromagnetic, seismic and acoustic data from aerogeophysical, ground and marine 
surveys. In the final integrated interpretation the lineaments are classified by their 
uncertainties into three groups: low, medium and high uncertainty. The lineament 
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interpretation of the Olkiluoto area is integrated in the seismic visualisation programs 
Jdi and Vantage applied in the seismic interpretation. 

The geological model of the Olkiluoto site consists of four submodels: the lithological 
model, the ductile deformation model, the brittle deformation model and the alteration 
model (Paulamäki et al. 2006). The model is utilised in interpretation of seismic 
processes, for example, when active faults or volumes prone to seismic movements are 
identified and analysed. Any unit of the model can be selected for closer visual analysis. 
That kind of approach is used when the results of fault plane solution of 
microearthquakes are interpreted together with brittle deformation model (see e.g. Saari 
& Lakio 2007). 

The observations are presented separately for the seismic semi-regional area and the 
seismic ONKALO block by the visualisation programs Jdi and Vantage. The onset 
times of the events are recorded in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), which is 
commonly used in seismic bulletins. Compatible time systems make the comparison 
and integrated use of seismic data fluent. Local time in Finland is UTC + 2h during 
normal time and UTC + 3h during summer time (daylight saving time). 

The Institute of Seismology, University of Helsinki, maintains the regional seismic 
station network in Finland. The nearest seismic station is in Laitila, about 40 km from 
Olkiluoto. Furthermore, the closest stations are in Åland (over 100 km SW), Metsähovi, 
Nurmijärvi and Pernaja (about 200 km SE), Keuruu, Sumiainen and Kangasniemi 
(about 200 km NE) and Ylistaro (about 200 km north).  The nearest Swedish stations 
are also at the same distance, at the western coast of the Bothnian Sea. The detection 
threshold of the Fennoscandian seismic stations in the Olkiluoto area is of the order of 
ML = 1.5 or less. 

Only the events occurred within the seismic semi-regional area are included in the event 
tables of the monthly reports. However, when earthquakes and potential earthquakes are 
concerned, the investigation area is not that limited. The observations of the Posiva’s 
network are compared with the events reported in the bulletins of the Institute of 
Seismology (Seismic Events in Northern Europe). If there is an earthquake within a 
distance of 200 km from Olkiluoto in the bulletins, it is rather likely recorded also in 
Olkiluoto. Those recordings are reported and stored in the Posiva’s data archive. These 
recordings from the Olkiluoto site are valuable in seismic hazard studies, for example 
when attenuation of seismic signal is evaluated. Also other unusual events outside the 
seismic semi-regional area, such as events from the sea area, are under special attention. 

Although, the geophones are capable to observe explosions and earthquakes within a 
much wider area, the analysis is focused on the seismic semi-regional area. It is 
assumed that regional events occurring outside that area are located by the Finnish and 
Swedish regional seismic networks. The recordings of Posiva’s stations can be utilized, 
if necessary, to improve the interpretation based on the recordings of the national 
seismic stations. In 2013 Posiva seismic network recorded two regional tectonic 
earthquakes (Chapter 5.1). 

Also teleseismic events, i.e. events occurring over 1000 km from Olkiluoto, are 
recorded. Those can be recognized by comparing the recordings to the bulletins of 
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Institute of Seismology, University of Helsinki (http://www.helsinki.fi/geo/seismo/) and 
international data centres, such as EMSC/CSEM (http://www.emsc-csem.org/) or USGS 
(http://earthquake.usgs.gov/). Teleseismic events are rejected and not included in the 
data archive.  

2.5  Data availability  

In 2013 there have been 13 permanent seismic stations in operation for monitoring the 
seismic ONKALO block and five for the seismic semi-regional area. Station  
OL-OS8 has sensors suitable for monitoring of the ONKALO block and for the  
semi-regional area.  

Partial breaks in network operation, like failure of single station or component, are 
unavoidable in any continuous monitoring. However, those can lower the quality of 
operation, like the location accuracy of seismic events. Minimum number of stations 
needed for the event location is three. Temporal failure of one station has only minor 
influence on the reliability of the operation or on the location accuracy. 

In Posiva’s seismic measurements, a special attention has been paid to reliable data 
recording and transmission. All detected events are stored in the field stations until they 
are safely transmitted to the site computer. The central site server in Olkiluoto 
associates the recordings of the same origin and transfers immediately the recorded 
events to the office computer in Espoo, where the events are analysed. Before the 
upgrade done in August 2013 data transmission was based on email protocol and after 
that on IMS Portal software. 

Events are associated in the Olkiluoto site computer in real time. If connection to one of 
the stations fails, the recording of that station is not associated. However, generally the 
analysis can be based on the recordings of the remaining sites. The unsent event stays 
several months in the hard disk drive of the data acquisition unit (SAQS or GS before 
the upgrade in August 2013 and NG or GS+ after that) and it can be downloaded to the 
office PC, if necessary.  

The possibility of data loss due to the failure of the computer is reduced by the 
hardware configuration in both Posiva’s servers. RAID data storage technology makes 
exact copies (mirrors) of data in separate disks or disk sets in Olkiluoto and in Espoo. 
Because of mirroring, a hard disk failure does not cause data loss as long as at least one 
drive is functioning. In addition the servers in Olkiluoto and in Espoo have their own 
backup units (see Chapter 2.3). Practically, when the data has arrived to the Olkiluoto 
server, it cannot be lost. 

In practice, the design of the data management guarantees that simultaneous power or 
communication failure in all stations or nearly all stations is needed to cause an 
operation break of the seismic network. Some of the breaks just postpone the data 
transmission from seismic stations via the Olkiluoto server to Espoo (Table 2-3 and 
Figure 2-5). 

The whole chain of data management is checked every morning by a test signal. The 
signal controls the prevailing status of the seismic sensors and the data flow from a 
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single station to the office computer in Espoo. If the test signal from any sensor is 
missing or looks unusual, the troubleshooting is started. This kind of procedure aims to 
keep operational breaks as short as possible. Troubleshooting and fixing the failures are 
strongly co-operation of seismologists in Espoo (ÅF-Consult Oy), experienced technical 
personnel in Olkiluoto (Posiva Oy) and the manufacturer of the equipment (IMS), 
which has the maintenance contract with Posiva Oy. 

Partial failures of the network, that just lower the quality of operation, are usually 
related to a single station. Typical duration of the break is from few hours to few days. 
Breaks related to rearrangement or troubleshooting of the monitoring are designed in 
advance to be as short as possible.  

Upgrades of communication, server equipment and network configuration were done 
from 19 - 28 August in 2013. During that time there were occasional short breaks in all 
stations. The operation was designed so that the breaks were only at one station at a 
time. The duration of the break was about one hour. The operational level of the 
network remained sufficient also during these breaks. The software upgrades in the 
Espoo office were done on 29 -30 August 2013. That only postponed the analysis of the 
recordings.  

 

Table 2-3. Operation failures in monitoring in 2013. 

Date Duration Comments Station 

29.1.2013 5 h 50 min Broken cable ONK-OS3 

20.3.2013 5 h 47 min Broken power cable ONK-OS1, ONK-OS2 

16.4.2013 4 h 28 min Broken telephone cable OL-OS4 

3.7.2013 4 h 30 min - 6 h 30 min Operational break, thunder OL-OS5, OL-OS6  

3.7.2013 4 h 30 min - 6 h 30 min Operational break, thunder all five 1 Hz stations 

3.7.-6.8.2013 34 days Sensor failure, thunder OL-OS7 

3.7.-25.8.2013 53 days Broken SAQS replaced by NG OL-OS13 

9.-12.8.2013 4 days Broken modem card OL-OS5 

25.8.-13.11.2013 81 days No WiFi connection OL-OS10 

12.-15.10.2013 3 days No WiFi connection OL-OS12 

19.-21.10.2013 2 days Power failure, rebooted OL-OS5 

27.-28.11.2013 22 h Corrupted flash memory OL-OS12 

13.12.2013 12 h Power failure OL-OS10 

13.12.2013 6 h Communication failure OL-OS4 

18.12.2013-
24.1.2014 

13 days in 2013 and  
27 days in total 

Maintenance break. Broken 
RF filter 

OLOS8 
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Figure 2-5. Operation times and breaks of the seismic stations monitoring mainly the 
ONKALO block (blue region) and the semi-regional area (light brown) in 2013. Station  
OL-OS8 has sensors suitable for monitoring of the ONKALO block and for the semi-
regional area. 

In spite of few breaks in different parts of the system the seismic network has operated 
continuously in 2013. The operation reliability of the network has been good during the 
previous years. In 2011 there was one 14 minutes and 30 second long network operation 
failure caused by an exceptionally strong storm. This failure occurred on 27 December 
2011. This is the only network operation failure in eight years, i.e. after 2005. 

Altogether four stations (OL-OS1, OL-OS2, OL-OS3, and ONK-OS4) have been 
running without any breaks in 2013. In addition seven stations (OL-OS4, OL-OS6, OL-
OS9, OL-OS11 and ONK-OS1 ... ONK-OS3) have been down for only few hours in 
2013.  

The failures in 2013 relate mainly to human activity (failures due to construction works, 
maintenance or upgrades) and the thunderstorm in July 2013. In six stations (OL-OS5, 
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OL-OS7, OL-OS8, OL-OS13, OL-OS10 and OL-OS12) duration of operation breaks 
have been from few days to few months (Table 2-3 and Figure 2-5). 

Construction works caused few cable breaks in the beginning of the year 2013.The 
seismic station ONK-OS3 was down between 8:42 - 15:34 (UTC) on 29 January 2013 
because of a phone cable break in the ONKALO. Seismic stations ONK-OS1 and ONK-
OS2 had a 5 hours 47 minutes long power failure on 20 March 2013 due to broken 
cable. Seismic station OL-OS4 had a 4 hours 28 minutes long power failure on 16 April 
2013 due to broken telephone cable. 

The most wide-ranging failures were caused by a heavy thunderstorm in Olkiluoto on 3 
July 2013. Altogether ten stations suffered different kind of damages. The lightnings 
caused 4.5 - 6.5 hours long operation breaks in OL-OS5 and OL-OS6 and in all 1 Hz 
stations, which are responsible of the regional monitoring (OL-OS8, OL-OS9, OL-
OS10, OL-OS11 and OL-OS12). Those failures related mainly to broken modem cards. 
During that time there were no stations for monitoring semi-regional tectonic 
earthquakes in operation. 

Also the east-west component of OL-OS2 geophone was partially damaged during this 
storm in July. This error had minor effects, but it should be kept in mind, if for example 
magnitudes and fault plane solutions of microearthquakes were calculated. It was fixed 
during the upgrade in August 2013. OL-OS7 and OL-OS13 went down at the same 
time. OL-OS7 was in operation 34 days later, after summer holidays on 6 August 2013, 
when the broken component was discovered. SAQS unit in OL-OS13 was badly 
damaged and it was replaced 53 days later by the new data acquisition equipment (NG) 
during the network upgrade on 25 August 2013. 
 
OL-OS5 had a four days long operation break during 9 - 12 August 2013. The problem 
was fixed with a new modem card. The old SAQS unit of that station was replaced by 
the new data acquisition equipment (NG) during the network upgrade.  

Seismic station OL-OS10 was without connection to the seismic network since 25 
August 2013, when the data transmission of the station was upgraded. The operation 
break was 2 months and 20 days long. This station came back online on 13 November 
2013 at 10:45 (UTC), when the new higher antenna mast was erected to get the WiFi 
link to reach above the trees.  
 
Two seismic stations had a communication break in October 2013. OL-OS12 suffered 
from Wi-Fi connection failure during 12 - 15 October (3 days). OL-OS5 was missing 
two days from the test pulses on 19 - 21 October for unknown reason. Both of these 
breaks started during the weekend and were fixed by reconnecting the modem cables 
(OL-OS12) and rebooting the station (OL-OS5). From 12 to 15 October there were only 
three of the five 1 Hz station in operation, which lowered the sensitivity and location 
accuracy of monitoring semi-regional seismic events during three days. 

OL-OS12 suffered from corrupted flash memory and was down between 27 November 
12:40 (UTC) and 28 November 10:35 (UTC). Duration of the failure was 2 days. The 
memory was fixed by IMS via internet. 
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Stations OL-OS10 and OL-OS4 had short connection breaks on 13 December 0:05 - 
12:15 (UTC) on OL-OS10 and 6:38 - 12:40 (UTC) on OL-OS4. There were fallen trees 
that had cut the power off on OL-OS10. No specific reason for the OL-OS4 connection 
break was found. 

A minor malfunction related to the accelerometer in seismic station OL-OS8 existed 
since the network upgrade finished on 24 August 2013. The NS component of the test 
pulse was about five times too high. This amplification error had no significant effects 
in daily operation, but it could have caused errors in magnitude and fault plane solutions 
calculations. The seismic station OL-OS8 was disconnected from Posiva’s network on 
18 December 2013 at 6:40 (UTC) and the GS unit was sent to IMS office for repair. RF 
(radio frequency) filter inside the GS unit was broken and it was replaced with a new 
one. This filter is the final surge protection component. OL-OS8 was integrated back to 
the seismic network on 24 January 2014 at 8:25 (UTC). The maintenance break was 27 
days long in total.  
 
On 16 December 2013 it appeared that there was a problem with event association. The 
association group called “permanent stations” should have had the setting ‘associate if 
four of the 21 sites (or permanent sensors) trigger at the same time’ (see Chapter 2.2). 
Instead it was set to ‘associate if 17 of all sensors trigger at the same time’. This was 
noticed when Ticker3D showed indications of small surface events that were not 
accepted by Synapse although the requirement of four triggers by permanent sensors 
was fulfilled. The mistake was corrected and the original settings were restored on 17 
December 2013. 

The field stations monitor continuously, but only the signals that can be related to a 
seismic event, are sent to the central site computer. The recordings which are related to 
the same seismic event are associated automatically. In addition to those groups that are 
part of the permanent network (see Chapter 2.2) there has been a temporary group of 16 
sensors related to raise boring. In that group 8 triggers are needed to associate a seismic 
event. 

Seismic monitoring system was upgraded in August 2013 by the system manufacturer 
(IMS). Event association was earlier done in the Olkiluoto server by the run time system 
(RTS) program. This was replaced by the new program called Synapse. During the 
upgrade all the data and settings were intended to be transferred from the old server to 
the new server.  

During the three and half months from the end of August to 17 December 2013 it was 
supposed that the settings were correct and the network was running as designed. That 
was true as regards to monitoring of semi-regional area. Also the observations inside the 
ONKALO block supported the assumption. All the explosions inside the ONKALO and 
on top of it reported by the contactor were also associated by Synapse. That was 
possible, because the required 17 triggering sensors included also 16 sensors installed 
for the raise boring measurements. It can be concluded that the sensitivity of the seismic 
network was as sensitive as usual inside the ONKALO and above it. If there are any 
undetected events between 30 August and 17 December 2013, they are small events at 
the surface, approximately over 500 m distance from the shafts.  
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3  EVENTS RECORDED BY THE SEISMIC NETWORK 

3.1  Uncertainties related to measurements  

Identification of an individual earthquake among the cluster of excavation blasts 
includes elements of uncertainty. The majority of the excavation induced seismicity 
(type A) tends to occur very close, in time and space, to the latest excavation blast. 
These events occur often in swarms and their seismic signals are not representing a 
typical earthquake signal. They are associated with the “fracture-dominated” rupture. 
Type B events are temporally and spatially distributed throughout the active excavation 
region. They represent “friction-dominated” slip in existing shear zone such as faults or 
dikes and have source properties similar to tectonic earthquakes (Richardson & Jordan 
2002). Type B events have many characteristic that make them easier to identify in 
comparison to type A events. 

Although tectonic earthquakes are easier to identify than some of the induced 
earthquakes (type A), the orientation of seismic stations with respect to the hypocentre 
is essential. It is important to get a seismic signal from many different directions. This is 
important not only for location but also for a successful identification of the seismic 
event and for calculations of the fault plane solution. This fundamental condition is 
fulfilled inside the seismic semi-regional area. Outside this area the support of 
recordings of other seismic networks is valuable. 

Accurate location of a seismic event is one of the key parameters of the seismological 
interpretation. If the location is incorrect, the subsequent seismological analysis is 
inaccurate. The velocity model (P-wave velocity, α = 5600 m/s and S-wave velocity,  
β = 3250 m/s) seems to give rather good results within the seismic ONKALO block, 
when the surface stations (OL-OS-1 ... OL-OS8) are concerned. For the underground 
sensors of the ONKALO block (OL-OS13, ONK-OS1 ... ONK-OS4) and for the 
stations used mainly in the studies of semi-regional seismicity (OL-OS9 … OL-OS12) 
the preset default velocities are: α = 5800 m/s and β = 3350 m/s. These velocities are 
used in automatic event association and location procedures. They are usually 
applicable also when the result of automatic location is improved manually. In that 
phase, the station specific velocities can be changed. That may be necessary, for 
instance, when a seismic signal arriving to a seismic station runs through a structure, 
which lowers the seismic velocity. 

The seismological data processing software (Jmts/Trace in Table 2.2) accepts just one 
station specific P-wave and S-wave velocity. Simple velocity model serve automatic 
event location, which is necessary in mines where hundreds or thousands events occur 
in a day. This software limitation reduces the location accuracy of seismic events, if the 
velocity structure of the bedrock is complicated. However, the P- and S-onsets picked 
by the analyst are available. Those onset times can be used as input for a more 
sophisticated program for event location. 

The blasting work is generally detonated in sequences. Usually, that means that the S-
phases are hidden in the signals of blasts following each other and the event location is 
based only on P-onsets. The lack of S-onset dilutes the location accuracy. Similar 
problem is related to above mentioned type A events. They occur very close, in time 
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and space, to the latest excavation blast and their mechanism is similar to explosions.  
S-phases are difficult to distinguish. Therefore, a special attention is paid to the latest 
events of the blasting sequence. 

When the event is detected, it is automatically analysed by Synapse and immediately 
transferred to the office PC in Espoo. The preliminary location and magnitude of an 
event is known when the event has arrived, basically in few minutes. The result of 
automatic analysis is uncertain and always verified manually in Espoo. The decision of 
the seismic source (explosion or earthquake) is done by experienced analyst. 

Some of the detected events are rejected. Those recordings are caused by lightning, 
raise boring machine, coincidental artificial noise (electronic failure, vehicles, visitors, 
construction work, forest work, etc.), natural noise (e.g. frost, wind shaking trees or 
strong waves hitting the shoreline) and distant teleseismic earthquakes or by a 
combination of those. 

3.2  General statistics 

In 2013 the number of rejected events recorded by Posiva’s permanent seismic network 
was about the same as before. Generally the number of rejected events is from few tens 
to a few hundred per month. Exceptionally high monthly number of rejected events is 
usually related to lightning, or human activity. However, the new very sensitive 
temporal subnetwork recorded large amount of seismic signals that were rejected.  

Activities related to construction works of ONKALO are low in 2013. The excavation 
work of ONKALO was mainly completed and the main emphasis in the construction 
works was in finalising the underground structures. This activity was not observed by 
the permanent seismic network, but by the temporal subnetwork that will monitor the 
raise boring experiment in 2014. The subnetwork consists of altogether 16 sensors that 
recorded often few thousands events per month. These events were rejected after they 
were glanced through in order to find potential indication of induced seismicity. 
However, no such activity was detected inside the seismic ONKALO block in 2013. 
The recordings of the subnetwork are analysed in more detailed manner during the raise 
boring experiment. 

In 2013 the number of accepted explosions and earthquakes is 433 (Figure 3-1), which 
is slightly more than in 2012 (337), but much less than in 2011 (1223), when the 
excavation of the ONKALO was active. Altogether 430 explosions were located. About 
one third of the accepted events (137) are explosions inside the seismic ONKALO block 
(31 %). Altogether 293 explosions have been located outside the seismic ONKALO 
block. Totally 100 of them are located inside the seismic semi-regional area. The other 
accepted explosions (193) are located mainly close to the semi-regional area.  

As before the seismic events other than explosions or earthquakes in the ONKALO 
block are also reported (Chapter 4.3). They are miscellaneous small seismic events 
located by the permanent seismic network. The number of those events (2) in 2013 is 
clearly less than in 2012 (61). The small events are mainly caused by rock falls and 
human activity (truck loading, scaling etc.), which explains the small number of 
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miscellaneous events in 2013. However, most of those events are so small and disturbed 
by noise that they cannot be located and therefore are rejected. 

The majority of the accepted events were explosions (430). Three of the recorded events 
were earthquakes. One of those was an excavation induced microearthquakes inside the 
ONKALO and two other ones were tectonic earthquakes about 100 km and 730 km 
from Olkiluoto. Detailed descriptions of those earthquakes can be found later in Chapter 
5 in this report.  

 
Figure 3-1. Monthly statistic of the monitoring in the Olkiluoto area in 2013. 
 
The annual average number of events inside the seismic semi-regional area has been of 
the order of 20 per month (Figure 3-1). The overall activity in 2013 and 2012 
(15/month) has been significantly smaller than in 2011 (92/month) and in 2010 
(79/month). The activity of the seismic semi-regional area is dominated by the activity 
of the seismic ONKALO block. In June and July 2013 there have been no seismic 
events inside the seismic ONKALO block. 
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4  EXPLOSIONS AND MISCELLANEOUS SMALL EVENTS 

4.1  Explosions in seismic semi-regional area 

Because the seismic monitoring is part of Posiva's safeguards programme (Posiva 
2006), the observed explosions inside the seismic semi-regional area are located. If a 
clustering of explosions is recognised, the origin will be verified. The applied 
interpretation practice is presented in Chapter 2.4. 

Altogether 237 explosions located in the seismic semi-regional area in 2013 are 
presented in Figure 4-1. The magnitudes range from ML = -1.6 to ML = 1.5. The events 
outside the ONKALO have occurred on the ground surface. The number of those 
surface events (100) is much bigger than in 2012 (23), 2011 (34) and 2010 (48). 
 
 

 

Figure 4-1. Observed 237 explosions inside the seismic semi-regional area (light 
brown), in 2013. Seismic stations equipped with 1 Hz geophones (OLOS8 …OL-OS12) 
are shown as blue triangles. Events are coloured by time. The size of sphere is relative 
to the events magnitude. Grid size is 1 km2. 
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Majority of the semi-regional events in 2013 were from dredging done in the sea area 
near the Olkiluoto island. Because of the wave form of the seismic signal, the location 
of dredging is not always accurate. Also many events from concrete mixing station 
demolition work were recorded with the seismic network. The two main clusters of 
epicenters outside the Olkiluoto island represent explosions from the rock quarry owned 
by Interrock Oy and a new rock crushing site. The rest of the events in 2013 relate to 
water pipe and road construction works (Figure 4-1). 

4.2  Explosions in seismic ONKALO block 

The explosions (137 events, ML = -1.6 … 1.1) located inside the seismic ONKALO 
block are presented in Figures 4-2 and 4-3. These explosions relate to construction 
works done in the ground surface, demonstration tunnels 3 and 4 and vehicle connection 
ONK-TT-4366 (Figures 4-2 and 4-3). Those blasts are mentioned in the daily reports of 
Lännen Kaivuu ja Louhinta Oy, which was responsible for the excavation of the 
ONKALO in 2013. 

Figure 4-3 illustrates how the excavation has proceeded during the year 2013. Hoist 
building construction work was going on in January, March, April and August on the 
ground surface. Excavations of the vehicle connection ONK-TT-4366 were done in 
February, March, April and May. No blasts were detected in the ONKALO block in 
June and July 2013. The excavation work in the ONKALO continued in September with 
the blastings in demonstration tunnel 4. In October there were explosions from 
demonstration tunnels 3 and 4 and also from the ground surface related to construction 
of the new office building and the testing hall. The blasting in demonstration tunnel 3 
continued in November and December. 

The excavations of the ONKALO were at the highest level in March 2013 (Figure 3-1). 
During that period blasting was done at the same time in the vehicle connection ONK-
TT-4366 and on the ground surface at the hoist building construction site. In addition 
the blasts in the three construction sites on the ground surface (hoist building, testing 
hall and office building) the observed blasts are mostly from depths -420 … -425 m. 

The excavation blasts coincide nicely with the Posiva’s planned layout of the 
ONKALO. The individual epicenters further away from the tunnel are mainly located 
by less than five seismic stations or the recordings of the seismic signal are 
contaminated by some disturbance. The locations of those events are not as accurate as 
in general. 

The locations of the blasts are generally rather good in horizontal direction, but some 
events tend to be few meters below the ONKALO model (Figure 4-3). The explanation 
to this location anomaly relate likely to anomalous velocity due to the orientation of the 
pervasive foliation and anisotropy of the bedrock that dips towards SE in the ONKALO 
area with a medium dip of the order of 40 - 60 degrees (see e.g. Mattila et al. 2008). 
Also some locations suffer from inaccuracy caused by simultaneous blasts in other parts 
of the ONKALO. 
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Figure 4-2. Explosions (137 events) inside the seismic ONKALO block, in 2013. Colour 
= depth. The size of the sphere is relative to the magnitude. Distance between the 
gridlines is 100 m. 

 

 

Figure 4-3. Cross section of the explosions (137) inside the seismic ONKALO block. 
Colour = time. View from south. The size of the sphere is relative to the magnitude. 
Distance between the gridlines is 100 m. 

 

The purpose of Posiva’s nuclear non-proliferation control is to ensure that activities in 
the final disposal facility comply with all relevant laws and degrees as well as the 
obligations prescribed in international agreements. The aim of the nuclear material 
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control in the disposal facility is also to ensure that the facility, especially in its 
underground part, has no rooms, materials or operations outside the system of nuclear 
material accounting and that the waste canisters remain in their declared positions 
during the operation and after the closure of the facility (Posiva 2006). It has been 
demonstrated that microseismic monitoring is a capable tool to locate activities related 
to construction of any undeclared rooms (Saari & Lakio 2007). 
 

4.3  Miscellaneous small events 

Seismic network detects several seismic signals that are not generated by explosions. 
Some of those are strong enough to be located by the seismic network. Because the 
seismic monitoring is part of the safeguards programme, also the origins of these events 
are verified. In earlier years most of these events have been related to manual and 
mechanical rock removal works and loading. The majority of the rock falls cannot be 
located. There are also rock falls that are not recorded even by the closest stations. 

The location of the miscellaneous events (Figure 4-4) is normally based on recordings 
of only three to five stations. In addition, the amplitudes of the seismic signals are small 
and the wave characteristics, like P-onsets, are often unclear. Therefore their location 
accuracy is mainly not as good as for excavation blasts or earthquakes. The located 
events are small in magnitude (ML = -2.4 and -1.0) but still bigger than those that were 
rejected because of too weak and noisy recordings.  

The observed miscellaneous small events occur usually close to the area under 
construction. The origins of the events are mainly confirmed by Posiva or by the daily 
reports of Lännen Kaivuu ja Louhinta Oy. 

 

Figure 4-4. Miscellaneous (2) small events related to the ONKALO constructions. View 
from the 100 m. The distance between the grid lines is 100 m. The colour legend shows 
the date of the event. 
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Due to lower excavation rate the number of located miscellaneous events (2) in 2013 is 
much smaller than in 2012 (64) and 2011 (68). The first of the two miscellaneous events 
was detected on 5 August 2013 and was related to construction near the ventilation shaft 
in ONKALO at level -290 m. The other artificial event detected on 15 August 2013 on 
the ground surface was probably caused by a vehicle (Figure 4-4). 

The possibility to excavate an undeclared access tunnel to ONKALO from the outside 
has been concerned as a potential safeguards issue. In that context, a concept of 
undeclared explosions, detonated at the same time as the declared excavation blasts, has 
been discussed. According to the experience gained at Olkiluoto, as long as the seismic 
network is in operation and the results are analysed by a skilled person, undeclared 
activities would be detected by microseismic monitoring. 

There are examples of legal explosions performed closely in time and space in 
ONKALO. Explosions from these sites were clearly distinguishable. But, as reported 
above, the location of events might be less accurate, when explosions are performed 
simultaneously close to each other in more than two sites. Seismic monitoring of 
possible illegal and legal excavation done by a tunnel boring machine has been 
investigated in a separate report (Saari & Lakio 2009). The observed signals generated 
by dredging of the sea bottom are quite similar. Examination of miscellaneous small 
events serves also this task. 

Regarding safeguards the conclusion of the observations inside the seismic ONKALO 
block and in the seismic semi-regional area are similar. Indications of undeclared or 
inappropriate works, which would have influence on the safety of the ONKALO, cannot 
be found. 
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5  EARTHQUAKES 

5.1  Recordings of tectonic earthquakes 

In 2013 there was one excavation induced earthquakes inside the ONKALO block (see 
Chapter 5.2). In addition to that there were no earthquakes inside the seismic semi-
regional area in 2013. However, the seismic network at Olkiluoto recorded two regional 
tectonic earthquakes. The earthquake detections in the Olkiluoto network were 
confirmed by the Institute of Seismology, University of Helsinki. 

A tectonic earthquake occurred in Kristiinankaupunki on 17 February 2013 at 
02:29:23.5 (UTC). The event was recorded clearly by four triaxial geophones (OL-OS9 
… OL-OS12) of Posiva’s network (see Figure 5-1). According to FENCAT catalog the 
location of the earthquake was 62.179°N, 21.385°E (Figure 5-2) and was it was felt in 
the nearby area (http://www.helsinki.fi/geo/seismo/english/bulletins/index.html). The 
estimated magnitude was ML = 1.8 and the location of the event is about 105 km north 
from Olkiluoto.  

It is not possible to calculate a fault plane solution that is based only on Posiva’s 
recordings of the 2013 Kristiinankaupunki earthquake and there is not a published fault 
plane solution based on other recordings either. Over hundred years ago (17 – 24 
August 1909) Kristiinankaupunki experienced a sequence of four small (magnitudes 2.2 
– 2.4) earthquakes (Figure 5-2). Those events as well as the 2013 earthquake are 
possibly associated with N-S oriented I-order fracture (Saari 2008). 

 

 

Figure 5-1. Recording of the Kristiinankaupunki earthquake on 17 February 2013 on 
station OL-OS11. Different components of recording are shown by different colours 
(blue = vertical, green = E-W and red = N-S). Picks of P- and S-onsets are shown by 
vertical lines. 
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Figure 5-2. Earthquakes and lineaments (Kuivamäki 2000) of the Olkiluoto area 
modified from map published by Saari (2012). I-order lineaments are shown by thick 
solid line and dashed lines are II-order lineaments (Salmi et al. 1985). Light blue dots 
are macroseismically (-1964) and dark blue dots (ML ≥ 1.5) and open circles (ML < 1.5) 
are instrumentally (1965 - 2010) located earthquakes. The 2013 Kristiinankaupunki 
earthquake is shown by red star. 

 

The other regional tectonic earthquake occurred on west coast of Norway on 19 April 
2013 at 09:28:37.0 (UTC) about 730 km NW from Olkiluoto. According to FENCAT 
catalog (http://www.helsinki.fi/geo/seismo/english/bulletins/index.html) the location of 
the earthquake was 66.42°N, 12.21°E and ML = 3.4. This event was recorded clearly by 
two triaxial geophones (OL-OS11 and OL-OS12). 

Monitoring of regional tectonic seismicity aims at better understanding of ongoing 
seismotectonic processes in the Olkiluoto area. Although the focus of regional seismic 
monitoring is limited inside and close to the seismic network other regional earthquakes 
are also recorded and stored in the Posiva’s data archive. These recordings from the 
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Olkiluoto site are valuable in seismic hazard studies, for example when attenuation of 
seismic signal is evaluated. It is assumed that regional events occurring outside that area 
are located by the Finnish and Swedish regional seismic networks. 

5.2  Seismicity of the ONKALO block 

5.2.1  Source parameters 

The fault plane is represented by its strike, dip and plunge angles. Strike is the angle at 
which the plane cuts the horizontal measured clockwise from north [0, 360]. Dip is the 
vertical angle at which the foot wall of the plane cuts the horizontal and ranges from 0 
(horizontal) to 90 (vertical) degrees. Plunge (i.e. rake i.e. orientation of slip vector) is 
the angle (measured in the plane of the fault) at which the hanging wall moves relative 
to the foot wall with reference to the strike direction. It ranges between -180 and +180 
degrees. A plunge of +90 degrees indicates a reverse fault and a plunge of -90 degrees a 
normal fault. 

The radiation pattern generated by an earthquake is characterised by axial symmetry. 
On the basis of seismic data, there are always two mutually perpendicular fault planes, 
which can produce the same radiation pattern. This means that the plane geometry of 
the fault is not unambiguous. On the other hand, the stress field as given by the 
directions of the compression and tension can be determined unambiguously. The real 
and the auxiliary fault plane can be distinguished with the aid of additional information. 
For example, an interpretation can be done when the other fault plane orientation 
coincides with the local bedrock model or with some other explanatory factors.  

The fault plane solutions can be calculated when the event is located. The data 
processing software (Jmts, before upgrade in August) calculates fault plane solution in 
two different ways. The traditional double couple solution is based on P-wave 
polarities. The more sophisticated solutions (full moment tensor and pure double 
couple) are calculated in time and in frequency domain (see e.g. Hudson et al. 1989). 
The polarity analysis is also included in those solutions. Generally, double couple 
solutions are suitable when the true mechanism includes a shear on a surface. But, if the 
event locates close to an opening, including possible volume change, then the solution 
based on full moment tensor would be more illuminating. 

The seismological data processing software (Jmts/Trace) of IMS calculates numerous 
parameters characterising the seismic event. However, displacement related to an 
earthquake is not included in the list of output parameters. The peak slip (Û), or 
dislocation across the fault is calculated from (Eshelby 1957):  

  Û = 1.1 Δσr/μ 

The values of stress drop (Δσ) and source radius (r) are routinely calculated by 
Jmts/Trace. Shear modulus (μ) is a function of S-wave velocity (β = 3250 m/s) and 
density (ρ = 2700 kg/m3): 

  β = (μ/ρ)1/2 . 
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5.2.2  Excavation induced earthquake in 2013 

One small induced earthquake (ML = -1.8) was detected on 9 May 2013 about six 
minutes after the last round blasted in ONKALO. The earthquake was recorded with 
five stations: ONK-OS4, ONK-OS2, ONK-OS1, OL-OS13 and OL-OS7, in that order 
(Figure 5-3). The hypocenter of the earthquake was about 10 m away from the round 
and about 8 meters from the ONKALO tunnel (Figure 5-4). 

 

Figure 5-3. Example of Posiva’s recording of the earthquake occurred on 9 May 2013 
(station ONK-OS1). Different components of recording are shown by different colours 
(blue = vertical, green = E-W and red = N-S). Picks of P- and S-onset are shown by 
vertical lines. 

 

Estimated peak slip value of the earthquake was about two micrometers. In source 
calculations, the rupture area is approximated by a circle. The radius of the fault is 7.8 
meters (Table 5-1). That parameter gives an impression of the dimensions of the 
disturbed or moved rock mass. 

  

Table 5-1. Excavation induced earthquake on 9 May 2013. Loc. Err = location error, 
Mag Loc = local magnitude, Seismic Mom. = seismic moment, r = estimated radius of 
the seismic source and Û = dislocation across the fault.  

Date Origin 
Time  

(UTC) 

North  
(m) 

East  
(m) 

Depth
(m) 

Loc. 
Err. 
(m) 

Mag 
Loc 

Seismic 
Mom.  
(log10) 

r  
(m) 

Û 
(μm) 

9.5.2013 11:45:58.8 6792133.5 1525677.6 -429 5 -1.8 7.4 7.8 2 

 

Usually, in Olkiluoto and elsewhere, excavation induced seismicity occurs temporally 
and spatially very close to preceding excavation. Now only the second rule is valid. The 
microearthquake occurred about eight meters below the excavated tunnel section, but 
about six minutes after the last round blasted (Figures 5-4 and 5-5). It looks like the 
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tremor of the round has disturbed the bedrock and generated instability that has been 
released later in the earthquake. The closest brittle fracture zone (OL-BFZ045, Posiva 
2012) is about 50 m away from the earthquake. This nearly vertical fracture zone is a 
potential, but not a very satisfying candidate for the earthquake source because of the 
distance, unless it has smaller branches that are associated with the undulating fracture 
zone (see view above in Figure 5-5). Another possibility is that the earthquake occurred 
within a yet unidentified small structure or fracture. 

The radiation pattern generated by an earthquake is characterised by axial symmetry. 
On the basis of seismic data, there are always two mutually perpendicular fault planes, 
which can produce the same radiation pattern. This means that the plane geometry of 
the fault is not unambiguous when interpreted from seismic signals. On the other hand, 
the stress field given by the directions of the compression and tension can be 
determined unambiguously. The real and the auxiliary fault plane can be distinguished 
with the aid of additional information. For example, an interpretation can be done when 
the other fault plane orientation coincides with the local bedrock model or with some 
other explanatory factors.  

 

Figure 5-4. Explosion (blue) and the most presumable fault planes of the induced 
earthquake (red) occurred on 9 May 2013. View along the northwards running brittle 
fracture zone OL-BFZ045. The size of the sphere is relative to the magnitude. The fault 
planes of the microearthquake are presented by squares. Side length of the square is the 
same as the diameter of the estimated spherical fault. Slip direction of the hanging wall 
is shown by black line pointing from the hypocenter to the edge of the fault. 
Orientations of compression (red line) and tension (blue line) are included. 
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Figure 5-5. The most presumable fault planes of the induced earthquake occurred on 9 
May 2013. View from above shows the wideness of undulation of OL-BFZ045 in E-W 
direction. Figure 5-4 shows the circumstances at the hypocentral depth. Orientations of 
compression (red line) and tension (dark blue line) are included. 
 

The fault plane solutions can be calculated when the event is located. The data 
processing software calculates fault plane solution in two different ways. The traditional 
double couple solution is based on P-wave polarities. The more sophisticated solutions 
(full moment tensor and pure double couple) are calculated in time and in frequency 
domain. The polarity analysis is also included in those solutions. 

This time the software could not calculate the moment tensor solution. More 
seismograms are needed for that. The solutions of the earthquake are based on double 
couple solution. Also the double couple solution is rather uncertain. Because the event 
was so small, there were only few certain P-wave polarities available. The two potential 
fault planes of the events are presented in Table 5-2. Fault plane 1 is nearly horizontal 
and fault plane 2 is nearly vertical. Fault plane 2 is more likely the real fault plane, 
because vertical orientation connects it to the blast near above and vertical fracture 
orientation exists close to the event. However, the fault is perpendicular to the 
orientation of OL-BFZ045.  

According to the fault plane solution, the fault type of the earthquake was normal. The 
orientation of the fault plane 2 is nearly parallel to the prevailing orientation of the 
stress field. The estimated orientation of the compressional axis related to the 2013 
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earthquake was NNE-SSW. Normal faults are typical in the environment characterized 
by crustal extension. This indicates that the crustal compression had a secondary role in 
the excavation induced microearthquake in May 2013. The orientations of the 
compressional and tensional axes related to the microearthquake are presented in Table 
5-3 and in Figures 5-4 and 5-5. Slip vector shows that the direction of movement has 
been vertical.  

 

Table 5-2. The ambiguous fault planes of the microearthquake on 9 May 2013 
according to double couple solution. The final choice is highlighted in yellow.  
 

 
Origin time 

(UTC) 

Fault plane 1 Fault plane 2 

strike dip plunge strike dip plunge 
9.5.2013 11:45:58.76 138 3 -66 294 88 -91 

 
 

Table 5-3. Orientation of compressional and tensional axes related to the 9 May 2013 
earthquake. 

Date 
Compression

azimuth 
Compression

plunge 
Tension
azimuth

Tension 
plunge 

9.5.2013 23 47 205 43 
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6  SUMMARY 

This report summarises the status of operation and results of the local seismic network 
at Olkiluoto in 2013. The local seismic network established in 2002 first monitored 
tectonic earthquakes in order to characterise the undisturbed baseline of seismicity of 
the Olkiluoto bedrock. When the excavation of the ONKALO started, in August 2004, 
the network started also to monitor excavation induced seismicity. The number of 
seismic stations has increased gradually from the original network of six stations. At the 
end of 2013 Posiva’s permanent seismic network consists of 17 seismic stations and 21 
triaxial sensors. 

The investigation area includes two different target areas. The larger target area, called 
the seismic semi-regional area, is monitored mainly by five 1 Hz geophones. The 
purpose is to monitor explosions and tectonic earthquakes in regional scale inside the 
area that covers the Olkiluoto Island and its surroundings. The other target area is called 
the seismic ONKALO block, which is a 2 km * 2 km * 2 km cube surrounding the 
ONKALO. It is assumed that all the expected excavation induced events occur within 
this volume.  

During 2013 the bedrock models and the ONKALO design model applied are the same 
as in 2012. The waveform analysis program Jmts was updated on 5 June 2013. 

Comprehensive upgrades and unification of communication, data acquisition, server 
equipment and network configuration were done in August 2013. Before that the 
communication system included four different methods applied during the over ten 
year’s instrumentation in Olkiluoto: RS232 modems, digital radios, RS485 modems and 
DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) modems. All modem connections are currently upgraded 
to DSL modems and the digital radios are replaced by the wireless WiFi network. At the 
same time twelve old data acquisition units (SAQS) are replaced with modern IMS 
technology (NG). Five GS units of the permanent network, which represent the 
generation before NG, were upgraded to GS+, which is compatible with the new IMS 
system. 

In addition to other upgrades, a comprehensive software upgrade was performed in 
August 2013. Before the upgrade the Olkiluoto server supported the run time system 
(RTS) program, which continually acquires, processes, analyses and archives seismic 
data. In addition, RTS calculates automatic event locations. This was replaced by the 
new program called Synapse. Synapse is based on new kind of data achieving system, 
which is not applicable to the data processing software Jmts. That is replaced by the 
new processing software called Trace. For the same reason the seismic visualisation 
package called Ticker2D was replaced by the new program Ticker3D.  

The seismic visualisation package Jdi can still be used after the former mentioned 
software upgrades. However that program is no further developed by the manufacturer 
(IMS). The future development is related to the new visualisation program called 
Vantage, which was also installed in August in the Espoo server. The 2008 installed 
server environment in Olkiluoto was replaced by the new server in August 2013. 
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The observations of the seismic network and the results of the analysis are reported in 
the monthly reports. Since August 2009 the reports are published and archived in the 
Posiva’s electronic document management system (Kronodoc). 

In spite of few breaks in different parts of the system the network has operated 
continuously in 2013. The operation reliability of the network has been good during the 
previous years. On 27 December 2011 there was one 14 minutes and 30 second long 
network operation failure caused by an exceptionally strong storm. This is the only 
network operation failure in eight years, i.e. after 2005. 

Excavation works in ONKALO were minor in 2013, which has direct correlation to the 
number of recorded events. Altogether 436 events have been located in 2013, which is 
slightly more than in 2012 (337), but much less than in 2011 (1223), when excavation 
of the ONKALO was active. About one third of the events (137) are explosions inside 
the seismic ONKALO block. Altogether 293 explosions have been located outside the 
seismic ONKALO block. Totally 100 of them are located inside the seismic semi-
regional area. The magnitudes of the observed 237 explosions inside the semi-regional 
area range from ML = -1.6 to ML = 1.5 (ML = magnitude in local Richter's scale). 

As before, the majority of the accepted events in 2013 were explosions. One excavation 
induced earthquake was detected inside the ONKALO block. In addition to that there 
were no earthquakes inside the seismic semi-regional area in 2013. However, the 
seismic network at Olkiluoto recorded two regional tectonic earthquakes. The 
earthquake detections in the Olkiluoto network were confirmed by the Institute of 
Seismology, University of Helsinki. The first one occurred in Kristiinankaupunki on 17 
February 2013 about 105 km north from Olkiluoto. The estimated magnitude of the 
event was ML = 1.8. The other regional tectonic earthquake (ML = 3.4) occurred on west 
coast of Norway on 19 April 2013 about 730 km NW from Olkiluoto.  

One small induced earthquake (ML = -1.8) was detected on 9 May 2013 about six 
minutes after the last round blasted in the ONKALO. Estimated peak slip value of the 
earthquake was about two micrometers and the calculated radius of the rupture area was 
about eight meters. 

The microearthquake occurred about eight meters below the excavated tunnel section. It 
looks like the tremor of the round has disturbed the bedrock and generated instability 
and the earthquake about ten meters away. The closest brittle fracture zone (OL-
BFZ045) is about 50 m away from the earthquake. This nearly vertical fracture zone is a 
potential, but not a very satisfying candidate for the earthquake source, unless it has 
smaller branches that are associated with the undulating fracture zone. Another 
possibility is that the earthquake occurred within a yet unidentified small structure or 
fracture. 

The fault plane solution of the 2013 microearthquake is rather uncertain. According to 
the interpretation, the fault type of the earthquake was normal. The orientation of the 
fault plane was nearly parallel to the prevailing orientation of the stress field, which 
indicates that the crustal compression had a secondary role in the excavation induced 
microearthquake in May 2013. Slip vector shows that the direction of movement has 
been vertical.  
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According to seismic monitoring the rock mechanical conditions in the rock mass 
surrounding ONKALO have been stable in 2013. Regarding safeguarding the 
construction of ONKALO, the conclusions of the explosions detected inside the seismic 
ONKALO block are similar to those in the seismic semi-regional area. Any indications 
of undeclared works have not been found. 
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